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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
SECRET

25 MAY 1976

1. COI CAN, OF COURSE, DELIVER REP INFORMATION DIRECTLY TO

TENSION. SUGGEST, HOWEVER, THAT SUCH CHANGES IN THE PASSAGE DOES NOT

ACE, DUN IN POSITION WHERE POSITIVE COOPERATION OTHER DAY HAP'THE

IMPLANTED.

2. SURELY GOV REALIZES MEXICAN POSTURE THIS MATTER EXTREMELY

PORTANT. WOULD NOT GOV THEN BE WILLING SEND MEMBER BETANCOURT

TO MEXI FOR PERSONAL MEETING LITENSOR TO PRESENT NEW

EVIDENCE, PERHAPS IMMEDIATELY BEFORE INTERNATIONAL

MEETING? SAME VENEZUELAN REP COULD HOLD PRESS CONFERENCE AFT

EETING. THIS WOULD INSURE FULL PRESS COVERAGE, WITH

IONAL FOLLOW-UP BY STATION ASSETS. PERHAPS GOI WOULD REAC

ANCES TAKE MORE POSITIVE STAND BECAUSE OF FEAR LOCAL PUBLIC OPIN

3. SHOULD GOV REP HAVE DIFFICULTY OBTAINING INTERVIEW LITENSOR

IGHT BE Able EXPEDITE.

4. IN ANY EVENT COI CAN DO SHOULD PARA 2 DO ACTION BE

EASIBLE.
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